
Votiro Cloud + Microsoft 365 
International Football 
League

Case Study:

Internationally renowned football league had 
established email communication processes with 
distributed club teams. They wanted a way to 
ensure that no malicious threats, especially 
undisclosed or unrealized threats, could harm 
their organization through email files or 
attachments. Compromised systems could disclose 
highly confidential information and damage the 
league’s overall reputation. Damaged systems 
could also halt business operations, resulting in 
lost revenue.

Football League Needs Support to 
Bolster Their Security Stance

Votiro Cloud was deployed and integrated into 
their existing Microsoft Office 365 email platform. 
Immediately the solution went to work, disarming 
all new content and rebuilding it from known-safe 
components without sacrificing file functionality. 
With Votiro, the league could continue its business 
as usual without needing constant maintenance or 
monitoring. Votiro just worked, keeping their 
emails and attachments safe and preventing 
hidden threats from sneaking in via email.

Preventing Threats in MS365 with 
Votiro Cloud

Simple and fast integration

Eliminated known and unknown threats

Seamless & invisible to users

Schedule a demo today to learn how 
Votiro can secure your MS365 
environment from threats delivered via 
files or emails.

Try Votiro Cloud

Schedule a Demo

About Votiro

Votiro is an award winning zero trust content security company 
serving hundreds of commercial and government organizations, 
worldwide. Votiro Cloud offers an open, API-centric Content 
Disarm and Reconstruction (CDR) solution to deliver safe content 
to your modern digital business processes and content-rich 
applications. Votiro eliminates file-borne threats targeting remote 
workers, supply chain collaborations, and B2C digital interactions.

Headquartered in the United States, with offices in Australia, 
Israel, and Singapore, Votiro is trusted by millions of users 
worldwide to receive billions of pieces of content with complete 
peace of mind. Votiro Cloud is SOC 2 Type II compliant solution and 
certified by the international standard of Common Criteria for 
Information Technology Security Evaluation (ISO/IEC 15408). 
Learn more at votiro.com or connect with us on Twitter and 
LinkedIn.

Votiro sanitizes all content without the need for 
detection, rebuilding only from known-safe 
components.

Key Benefits

Integrity of content is maintained while all known 
and unknown threats are eliminated by default.

API-driven plug and play integration allows Votiro
to work without changing existing infrastructure


